


Lightness can be perfection. So are you. 
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Welcome to .bijouets
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About
Remembering the past in order to build the
future. This is what .bijouets does every
day. Born in Trentino in the North of Italy,
.bijouets is a cosmopolitan Italian jewelry
brand promoting lightness in the jewelry
world since 2013.

The result is a perfect balance between
tradition and innovation: any kind of shapes,
curves and angles are easily 3d printed,
hand-finished and colored.

The Italian spirit shows through each step
of the creative and productive process: a
fundamental requirement in .bijouets.

Livrea Necklace at Vicenza 
jewellery Museum 
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Our
philosophy

Elegance, lightness, emotion,
sustainability, Italianess: every
project must start from here.

You can notice it while observing
any .bijouets accessory and feeling
it on your skin while wearing any of
them. The laser sintered polyamide
process ensures a limitless freedom
of expression so any accessory is
featured by an exclusive lightness.
Thus, fantasy takes shape in a work
of art ready-to-wear, a powerful tool
to express yourself everyday.

Our choice to 3D print jewelry is
not casual: this is one of the few
techniques with the lowest amount
of production waste and emissions
fully respecting the environment
because we know that there is no
plan(et) B.
.bijouets supports a new concept of
beauty which can last through time
and space thanks to expertise
gathered over the years.

The Dolomites.
Photo by Alessandro Gruzza 6



Our accessories

.bijouets has become the perfect place
where lightness and elegance met and fully
express their potential. We achieved this
result combining eternally tradition with
progress peacefully coexisting. Due to the
high level of handcraft each piece is one of
a kind and two items cannot be reproduced
in the same exact way. Each piece is unique
as the person who chose it.

The design in .bijouets reflects both a piece
of the soul of the artis who created it and
the mood of the person who wear it. This is
the reason why we collected shapes and
lines so different from each other: the main
purpose is expressing yourself.

Making of Shanghai bracelet
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Our sunglasses

A pair of sunglasses with infinite
possibilities.

This is the perfect moto describing
Cambiami sunglasses by Studio D’Arc.
“Cambiami” means “Change me” because
this pair of sunglasses changes with you.
It is possible to re-design the frame thanks
to the interchangeable accessories
matching with your outfit of the day or
mood.

Every accessory perfectly fits on every
Cambiami sunglasses because the joint is
always the same. The elegance and the
lightness distinguishing any .bijouets
accessory characterize Cambiami
sunglasses as well.

Welcome to a new era for sunglasses.
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Cambiami sunglasses + Ares; 
Ibisco (up) and Ratio (down)



Behind our
accessories

The making of any .bijouets accessory is
extraordinary enchanting and it needs to be
contemplated. It can be described as
contemporary sculpture, someone would
say. The laser hits the sintered polyamide
powder inside the 3D printer while a CAD
file painstakingly defines lines and curves,

.bijouets accessories cannot be defined as
simple jewelries. This is actual wearable
design, a perfect proof of what
“avantgarde” means. By choosing nylon as
the perfect material for any creations,
bijouets wants to undeniably declare its eco-
friendly nature. It is evident even from the
reusable packaging which can be easily
transformed in whatever the owner whishes
such as a simple jewelry box or an
unconventional tea box.
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Our designers

As well as every Italian piece of art, in
.bijouets you can notice a remarkable
attention to details and the refined
design. Our ability is to give shape to
something still belonging somewhere
beyond our reality.

The limitless amount of artistic and
geometric possibilities convinced
popular designers embracing our
brand philosophy for a lifetime.

For example, the eclectic Monica
Castiglioni interpreted our brand
philosophy as a sort of modern poetry,
a new tool to channel herself and
express an undiscovered side of her
creativity.

As Monica did, numerous Italian
designers indissolubly connected to
our brand. This is a group constantly
expanding looking for multifaceted
personalities who want to discover
new ways to communicate.

ANAME is the new synonymous for
«extravanza», a trio capable of reunite
jewel addicted of any generation.

The D’Arc Studio duo created
«Cambiami», the only pair of
sunglasses with interchangeable
accessories.

Filippo Mambretti belongs to the
interior design as well Federico Angi:
both have left their signature in
.bijouets.

Lightness has become wearable
thanks to Maria Diana, the jewel
designer from Rome who definitely
impacted on fashion.

The iconic lantern ring has been
created by the mind of M.J. Carew who
designed numerous accessories for
.bijouets.

But our very first accessory is the
Shanghai bracelet by Selvaggia Armani
Plus, she realized some exclusive
items for MUSE, the Science Museum
in Trento.
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Museum, 
Movies, tv shows, personalities

and Charity
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Museums

Our sensibility is capable of pleasing even
the most different tastes when it comes in
fashion. The ability to interpret
international trends is proven by the
permanent presence in many museums
around the world after having fallen in love
with the .bijouets essence.

The MAD in New York, the San Francisco
Moma, the Venice Biennale as well as the
Red Dot Museum in Shanghai and the
Esbjerg Art Museum in Denmark are just a
few names of the museums which hosted
our accessories in their shops.

Cultural boundaries have been demolished
in the name of universal concepts of
beauty and lightness. We are connected to
each other.
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Events and exhibitions

2022

MAD About Jewerly (New York)
Each year the Museum of Arts
and Design of New York (MAD)
hosts some unique pieces of fine
contemporary jewelry created by
designers from all over the world
and selected by Bryna Pomp. This
has been the forth edition for
.bijoutes.
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OFF14 Ortigia Film Festival
(Syracuse, Sicily)
The Ortigia Film Festival
promotes and supports both the
Italian and the international
audiovisual culture with particular
attention to the yougest and most
innovative cinema.
.bijouets is proud to be one of
the main OFF sponsors for the
14th edition.
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DIVA! Italian Glamour in Fashion
Jewellery
It is an exhibition dedicated to
Italian fashion jewellery from 50s
to today and it is curated by
professor Alba Cappellieri. Our
Sferette long neckalce was
displayed in 2020 edition.

The jewellery museum of Vicenza
is one of the few jewellery
museums in the world and the
only one entirely dedicated to
jewellery in Italy. Shanghai
bracelet and Livrea necklace will
be displayed at Basilica Palladiana
until 2030.
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2017

Gianfranco Ferré Under another light jewels and
ornaments
.bijouets reinvented some of the most iconic creations
by Gianfranco Ferré using the 3D printing technique.
These items were exclusively present at the exhibition
in Turin.
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2016

Rome Film Festival
In the 2016 edition .bijouets displayed
some Cambiami sunglasses so actress
could take a picture showing how do they
were feeling in that moment.

Anna Ferzetti Anna Foglietti Lucia Mascino Chiara Francini

Geppi Cucciari Paola Cortellesi Tosca D’Aquino Carolina Crescentini
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2014

Intorno al futuro: 3D printing per il gioiello - Vicenzaoro
As a perfect example of combining 3d printing to the jewellery
world, .bijouets had the chance to display some creations at
VicenzaOro exhibition.
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Movies

Noi e la Giulia (2015)

Directed by Edoardo Leo

Saturno necklace

Merletto bracelet

La verità vi spiego sull’amore 
(2017)

Directed by Max Croci

Tassel Earrings
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Tv shows and personalities

Milena Gabanelli

Cubetti earrings

17

Luciana Litizzetto - Che tempo 
che fa

Semini ring
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Valentina Georgia Pegorer -
OccupyDeejay tv

Ribbon necklace

Bead necklace

Galatea Ranzi

Filifusi Big Regular bracelet

Stortulini Big necklace
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Veronica Ruggero

Filifusi Regular ring 

Filifusi Big Regular bracelet

Alice Campello

Ribbon bracelet
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Charity events

EMERGENCY (2014-2019)
.bijouets donated part of the
merchandise to the Emergency stores in
Italy during Christmas time. Due to
Covid-19, this activity was not possible
in 2020.

CO(vi)DESIGN (2020)
Some Cambiami sunglasses have been
donated to a charity auction for Italian
hospitals during the health emergency.

#AndràTuttoBene (2020)
In order to raising money for Civil
Protection during the health emergency,
.bijouets created a limited number of
«Andrà tutto bene» (Everything is gonna
be all right) bracelets.
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L’ALCHIMISTA (2022)
Bijouets donated part of the
merchandise to the online charity
auctions supporting Ukrainian women
during the war.



Charity events

GTV (Gruppo Trentino Volontariato)
2020
Bijouets donated part of the
merchandise to the online Christmas
local market of the charity association.

L’ALCHIMISTA (2018)
Bijouets donated part of the
merchandise to the online Christmas
local market and charity auctions
supporting the «Stop violence against
women» campaign.
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Our future
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What’s next?

What the future holds for .bijouets?

After having deeply explored the fashion world and learnt so
much, our brand has taken an ambitious path: being part of
the desing world in order to express more and more its
uncommon uniqueness.

Italian spirit, lightness and elegance will continue to be the
leading concepts behind any creations and connections
between our past, present and future.

In order to embrace its true soul, it is necessary to become a
meeting point for creative and versatile artists as different as
possible but united by a specific purpose: express
themselves and let the people express themselves everyday.

Filifusi collection by Monica Castiglioni
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www.bijouets.com
Email: bijouets@bijouets.com

Tel: +39 345 6837542
+39 348 7652207
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